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 The research proposed a compact antenna integrated with dual-function solar 

cells to optimize internet of things (IoT) communication devices and energy 

harvesting. The use of integrated solar cells with electromagnetic elements 

as antennas and energy-gathering in a design is a solution for wireless 

communication sensors and simultaneously electromagnetic and solar 

energy harvesting. Radiation performance testing of solar cell antennas and 

optical experiments were carried out to test the ability of solar energy 

collection. A double feed ring slot circular polarization (CP) antenna 

coplanar antenna with a configuration has highly sensitive to vertical and 

horizontal waves. It is to accommodate the impact of circular polarization 

wave and solar cell distortion on antenna performance. This technology 

promises green communications, renewable energy, and environmental 

protection to combine wireless communication and green battery 

components. The study presents the performance and design results of a 

double line-feed microstrip antenna circuit connected with CP antenna on 

the S-band for IoT communication by accommodating electromagnetic 

energy transmission. The importance of adopting an integrated radio 

frequency (RF) solar energy harvesting strategy rather than a single source 

method makes this research very significant in its novelty by optimizing the 

analysis of multiple signal access in IoT communications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fossil energy sources are rapidly depleting, resulting in widespread pollution and the greenhouse 

effect. Solar energy, for example, has been used in the long term to promote sustainable energy for humans 

and the environment and green development. Since solar cells are essential in harvesting solar energy, it is 

best to combine them with other components with mutually supportive functions. Antennas combined with 

solar cells have received much attention in recent years for wireless communication systems. Photovoltaic 

power generation and wireless sensor for communication can be accomplished using the combined solar cell 

antenna because the film solar cell and narrowband antenna are integrated into one compact device. The film 

solar cell delivers inexpensive, pollution-free energy for environmental sustain, while communication can 

perform without a light source. Solar cell antennas are significantly more accommodating for independent and 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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standalone communication systems for outdoor applications benefit from self-sustaining solar energy, a compact 

installation area, and lower costs. 

Several studies on a thin solar cell with an antenna have been published. Several patch antennas 

based on printed patches [1], interlocked patches [2], and transparent patches [3] have been explored using 

solar cells as ground. Some reflectarray designs use cross components [4], loops [5], [6], and transparent 

acrylic materials [7] as the basis of solar cells. By installing dielectric resonators in thin-film solar cells, the use 

of antennas with specialized dielectric resonators has been investigated [8], [9]. The solar cells are mounted on 

a stacked multi-patch to lessen the optical interference of the antenna composition and a substrate-integrated 

textile waveguide antenna, respectively [10], [11]. Slot and coplanar antennas are built for horizontal and 

vertical polarization applications using multi-band and bandgap [12], [13]. An antenna with a photovoltaic 

dipole [14], [15] was proposed using a solar cell as support antenna optimization. Although the above designs 

have achieved adequate radiation performance, solar cells are still seen as nuisance material, resulting in 

increased cost, mass, and complexity.  

Photovoltaic integrated with coplanar and dipole antennas have been developed and published 

in [16], [17], directly using solar cells as the central radiator. Vivaldi antenna with ultra-wideband 

specification as recommended in [18] has amorphous silicon cells through cutting edge increment with gain 

fluctuations large enough to increase the frequency band. Broadband solar cell antennas with consistent 

radiation performance must simultaneously handle multiple external communication systems, such as WiFi, 

WiMax, and ZigBee. Although specific broadband antenna designs with adequate performance have been 

developed [19]-[21], their random shape makes them unsuitable for solar cell integration. The solution 

combines antennas and solar cells with stable performance to use a narrow band and specific new designs.  

This research presents a novel circular polarized antenna based on solar cells. The dual-function 

small feed circuit is used for connectivity and solar energy harvesting activities for wireless internet of things 

(IoT). With the structure of the components in Figure 1. Figure 1 has followed forward to collect energy 

harvesting and combinations of electromagnetic and solar energy harvesting that is more optimal and 

compact than [16], [22]. New hybrid electromagnetic solar for IoT Applications and energy harvesting in 

Figure 1 Using a dual feed ring slot circular polarization (CP) antenna was created and studied to achieve 

generally consistent radiation performance. The observed impedance matching for dual charge working 

frequency ranges from 2.3 to 2.4 GHz, and directional radiation and gain performance for active dual applications 

such as communication and energy harvesting have been realized. Analyze the effects of solar cells on antenna 

performance and conduct optical measurements to assess the antenna’s capacity to integrate optical components. 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of hybrid electromagnetic solar energy harvesting and IoT application 
 

 

2. HYBRID ELECTROMAGNETIC SOLAR-RING SLOT CP ANTENNA STRUCTURE DESIGN 

The type of solar cell, namely printed thin-film organic solar cells, is used to design this dual feed 

ring slot CP antenna. Its 3-dimensional configuration structure is described in Figure 2. From top to bottom, 

the solar cell has four layers. To maintain the structure of the electromagnetic antenna, so a thin layer of 

organic solar cells is positioned in the sun exposure section. The alternating current (AC) energy is collected 

through a double feed path imprinted on the surface of the radiating conductor layer [23]. The conductors in the 

reflector layer are essential for collecting and reflecting electromagnetic waves distributed in free space. The 

integrated reflector is also a thin-film attachment for cells having a composition of conductor and insulator and 

semi-conductor materials that optimizes the design structure of the integrated solar cell antenna. 
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2.1.  Ring slot CP antenna structure configuration 

The need for components to obtain high gain density then the antenna panel architecture is based on 

optimized radio frequency (RF) design, i.e., for electromagnetic energy harvesting, it is a more reliable power 

dissipation structure. The proposed dual-port antenna ring slot is configured to perform according to the 

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard allocation band for scientific and medical (ISM) 

bands for various radio telecommunications services as a complex electromagnetic environment (EM) 

infrastructure [24]. This band was chosen for RF energy harvesting and IoT communication and wireless 

sensor research with both functions active. Integrating a compact antenna with 4-layer components and two 

main microstrips with a thickness of 1.6 mm is an original work. This separation is necessary to preserve 

other electromagnetic structures critical to the operation of the receiving and transmitting system, such as IoT 

communications and wireless sensors [25], [26]. 

Figure 2 describes the configuration of a microstrip patch connected with a circular polarization 

aperture antenna. The antenna consists of two layers, with a reflector substrate of a white phenolic sheet rotating 

material (𝜀𝑟 = 4.2, 𝑡𝑎𝑛 = 0: 0018, ℎ = 0.0035 mm) in which a ring slot with a two-port patch antenna is 

installed, and a 50 Ohm SubMiniature version A (SMA) port is used for network feeding. The finite element 

methodan (FEM) analysis method in the 3D high-frequency design software is used to optimize the 

implementation and design of the structure. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Implementation structure of a ring slot double-feed CP antenna 
 
 

The patch antenna connected to the aperture was chosen as the best shape to reduce the feed tissue 

radiation that could disturb the primary pattern of the radiation area. Since the antenna ground plane 

separates the straight configuration between microstrip feed and circular strip and the slot is more narrow 

than the resonance size, the guaranteed radiation comes mainly from the patch element of resonant [27], [28]. 

Assuming the patch element of resonance is in its dominate mode, the approximate field in the cavity formed 

by the patch as the radiator and the magnetic wall around the periphery of its ring slot are expressed in (1). 
 

𝑓𝑅𝑠 ≈ 
𝑐

𝜋(𝑅𝐷𝑠+𝑅𝐷𝑅)
 × (

𝜀𝑟+1

2𝜀𝑟
)

1

2
 (1) 

 

The permittivity of the substrate FR4 is 𝜀𝑟, where 𝑐 is 3×108 m/s. The 𝑓𝑟𝑠 resonance frequency is 

2.4 GHz, essentially the same as the resonant frequency with a lower axial ratio. The (1) is a rough formula 

for predicting the operating frequency of the two CP modes for the ring slot antennas examined, and they 

have apparent drawbacks if the slot width 𝑅𝐷𝑠 + 𝑅𝐷𝑟 is too thin or thick. The inaccuracy is less than 4% 

when the slot width is 0.002 m. It’s better than [29]. 

The ring slot in the design has the advantage that most of them can independently adjust the 

resonance frequency of the CP antenna with a specific frequency range against other antenna parameters with 

the frequency shift in Figure 3. However, the dimensions of the ring slot must be symmetrical. On the entire 

surface at each change so that the resulting polarization remains circular [30]. Circular polarization is also 

adopted from the slot electromagnetic filter, in which electromagnetic waves propagate to the feed antenna 

and bounce of the reflector. 
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Figure 3. Tuning resonance frequency CP antenna 
 
 

Frequency tuning with ring slot Rs variable based on the circular ground dimension is obtained from 

𝑅𝑠 ≈ 𝑅𝐷𝑠 − 𝑅𝐷𝑟. 𝑅𝑠 value has an accuracy of changes up to 2×10-4 m at narrowband frequencies so that the 

frequency capture on the antenna design is following the implementation. 
 

2.2.  Hybrid electromagnetic solar doubler circuit design 

The narrowband rectifier produced in the previous study was used in our investigation to rectify 

radio frequency or electromagnetic signals in the rectenna. It is the only suitable rectifier in the antenna in 

this study with an ideal 3-step voltage multiplier. However, the authors would like to point out that solar 

electromagnetic hybrids for energy harvesting using dual feed slot ring slots CP antennas can be applied to 

multiple channels rectenna in conjunction with IoT communication or wireless sensors. The narrowband 

rectifier is only used to demonstrate the harvesting capability of hybrid electromagnetic solar in principle. 

The keysight-advanced design system (ADS) schematic circuit of the rectifier used for the design is 

presented in Figure 4, a low barrier multi diode (SMS-761) in a multi-stage rectifier configurated to work at a 

2.4 GHz resonance frequency Table 1. 
 

 

Table 1. Electronic components circuit of the hybrid electromagnetic solar  
Elements Discrete device Material and parts 

Semiconductor substrate h Phenolic sheet (FR-4) (1.6 mm) 
Copper transmission conductor hl2 Copper (0.035 mm) 

Dimensions of the circuit Lu, Wu 34.47 mm, 24.44 mm 
SMD diode-multi-stage D1-D19 SMS-761 

Organic thin film solar cell hl1 1 mm 

SMD stage non-polar capacitor C7, C5, C3, C1 100 uF - tantalum 
C6, C4, C2 10 nF - tantalum 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The schematic circuit design of hybrid electromagnetic solar 
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Figure 5. Configuration circuit implementation of hybrid electromagnetic solar 
 

 

To improve the voltage circuit output’s accuracy with specific components, so the optimation of 

inductance and capacitance of the configuration are also represented in the circuit configuration design in Figure 5, 

as shown in Table 1. The design voltage multiplier setting helps in increasing the voltage sensitivity [31]. 

The antenna’s EM radiation is received by the rectifier circuit, which converts it to direct current (DC) power. 
 
 

3. PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS 

3.1.  Double feed ring slot CP antenna 

According to the following design, the ring slot antenna has a two-port CP mode with the same 

radiation pattern and polarization sensitivity. The available CP bandwidth is increased by effectively linking 

dual feeds with ring slot mode. The impedance matching optimization gets the value for the design feed in 

the same frequency range. According to the parametric analysis results on an L-shaped feed line, setting its 

dimensions in width and length to achieve the goal with width and length being used to adjust CP 

performance first. Then impedance matching is done by tuning the circular shape section. The prototype 

implementation of the structure is presented in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b). 

This research measured the antenna using the measurement setup of a Rhode and Schwarz Z.V.L. 

9 kHz to 13.6 GHz network analyzer. Figure 7 presents the CP Antenna 𝑆 parameter measured. It can analyze 

that the antenna with dual feed ring slot has a balanced operating frequency band, and the resulting 

bandwidth in Figure 7 demonstrates a shift in frequency between |𝑆11| and |𝑆22|. Measurement and range 

100 MHz. Port-1 or |𝑆11| under -15 dB has a range of resonance bands of 2.311−2.418 MHz (108 MHz), 

while |𝑆22| or Port-2 under -15 dB has a range of resonance bands of 2.320−2.416 MHz (84 MHz). 
 

 

  
  

(a) (b) 
  

Figure 6. Compact implementation of double feed ring slot CP antenna for the hybrid electromagnetic solar 

energy harvesting and IoT application: (a) front and (b) rear 
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Figure 8 shows the power gain level and axial ratio performance of the ring slot CP Antenna. 

As observed from the figure, the axial ratio bandwidth is still below 3 dB. For linear polarized antennas 

reconfigured with CP polarization, the bandwidth overlap between the impedance bandwidth and the axial 

ratio bandwidth is usually used to evaluate the bandwidth characteristics of the CP antenna of 15%. And the 

gain level of the antenna has a high gain of 8.38 dB at 2.4 GHz. It is due to optimizing the reflector layer and 

integrating solar cells, which have a conducting material that can collect and distribute electromagnetic 

waves to the primary antenna. 

 

 

  
  

Figure 7. 𝑆-parameters of each port double feed ring 

slot CP antenna 

Figure 8. Gain level and axial ratio of each port 

double feed ring slot CP antenna 

 

 

Performance, the radiation pattern in the 𝐻 and 𝐸 planes at an operating frequency of 2.4 GHz, is 

described in Figure 9, Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b). The radiation pattern for the implementation to the 𝑍 

coordinate axis looks directional with the maximum 𝑍 to the main lobe. So the antenna can implement for 

enabling inside and outside of the wireless sensors access at 8 dB gain range when a solar panel with an 

integrated antenna module is placed to a glass window or a glass structure. Of course, more effort is required 

to increase the gain even further to extend the transmission range. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. A rectangular plot of power level radiation pattern 
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(a) (b) 

  

 

Figure 10. The plot of circular radiation pattern shape area: (a) 𝜃 angle and (b) Ф angle 

 

 

3.2.  Integrated the hybrid electromagnetic solar energy harvesting and IoT application 

The performance evaluation of the integrated rectenna and solar cells was based on the measurement 

results. In the measurement process based on empirical RF distribution, the model in Figure 11 is adopted 

with the type of ISM antenna transmitter empirically used in the telecommunications industry, namely 

SHARP RZ1AT4A, which is carried out in the laboratory. By independently setting the transmission power 

of the generator signal simultaneously on the antenna, which is integrated with the electromagnetic 

harvesting system. It is crucial to describe the transmission power value of the spectrum level received by the 

antenna as a reference value of the resonance frequency of 2.4 GHz in Figure 12. 

To test the received signal level performance, it is necessary to take a spectrum sample from 

electromagnetic wave transmission. The electromagnetic wave transmission spectrum level is calculated into 

five sample levels to represent the antenna working frequency at 2.4 GHz. With a spectrum transmission rate 

of 9.57 dBm, 0.27 dBm, -8.4 dbm, -16.8 dBm, and -31.32 dBm, the spectrum was adopted as a whole 

empirically the transmission of scattered electromagnetic waves. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Performance test scheme of double feed ring slot CP antenna for the hybrid electromagnetic solar 

energy harvesting 
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Figure 12. Spectrum power level received of double 

feed ring slot CP antenna 

Figure 13. Conversion of optical energy into voltage 

output in organic and inorganic thin-film solar cells 
 

 

To have sufficient light to stimulate organic thin-film solar cells in outdoor settings are combined by 

adopting a source of LED lamps with settings for the level of illumination. In Figure 13, we get the ability of 

thin-film solar with organic materials cells to convert optic energy into electrical energy DC. When compared 

to organic thin-film solar cells, the voltage generated by inorganic is higher. Still, if implemented with 

a communication circuit, this has a significant effect because the semi-conductor material as an acceptor 

layer in a 𝑝 − 𝑛 junction can change the incoming or reflected waves on the integrated circuits. Therefore, 

the prototype implementation of this research uses organic thin-film solar cells. Finally, the entire integrated 

circuit is evaluated based on the DC voltage level collected through the RF and solar sources [17], [32]. 

By simultaneously comparing the two in Figure 5, it is obtained that the increase in energy harvesting using 

a tiny electromagnetic source with the optimization of solar sources can increase the DC voltage output level 

up to 20×. But the RF source is essential if the light source is unavailable, such as in dark conditions and low 

light luminance areas. 

The power level captured by the antenna is 9.57 dBm, the spectrum level from the SHARP RZ1AT4A 

antenna as an RF source is obtained with a DC voltage of 33.7 mV at 2.4 GHz in Figure 14. The research 

optimization has been proven empirically with a significant increase in the experiment in Figure 15, so the series 

analysis is based on formula two. It proved to be better than [33], [34]. From the research results, the output 

voltage value can be analyzed based on a compactly built circuit using (2). The (2) represents the maximum 

voltage value. It is obtained when the final result of the integrated circuit integration has been optimized as 

an integrated electromagnetic energy harvester. 
 

𝑉𝑃𝐶 = 
∆𝑛 𝑉0

𝑛0 𝑅𝑎+𝑅𝑙𝑖
𝑅𝑙𝑖 (2) 

 

The (2) represents an empirical performance-efficient circuit. The resistance value of the circuit is 𝑅𝑙𝑖, 

the voltage of DC output from the antenna integration with the voltage doubler is 𝑉𝑃𝐶, and 𝑅𝑎 is the medium 

transmission internal resistance. The coefficient of characteristic is n of the quantity of the doubler circuit with 

the optimization carried out by three doubler processes. 

The analysis of the application of this energy harvesting circuit integration is intended to be applied 

empirically. Hence, the optical intensity carried out in the experiment is also based on the level of light 

luminance in the sun in general, namely 100 Lx − 2000 Lx. The lowest luminance value is when it is cloudy in 

the room, based on the performance test. It gives the lowest DC output, the circuit is still sensitive and works 

optimally to obtain DC energy. In addition to energy harvesting, it is simultaneously integrated with wireless 

sensor circuits in IoT communication with empirical conditions of multi-signal applications [35], [36]. 

Therefore, it is essential to analyze the signal propagation process by analyzing the classification model with 

multi-sample antennas with circular polarization sensitivity to obtain information on the number of signals 

and direction of multi signals arrival based on theta angle on the antenna radiation multi-patch element in 

Figure 16. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of circuit output voltage to 

frequency based on antenna received power level 

Figure 15. Increasing the output voltage level on 

the integration of organic thin-film solar cell circuit 
 
 

 
 

  

Figure 16. Analysis on overall implementation of an 

organic prototype thin-film solar cell with rectenna 

for integrated communications 

Figure 17. The multiple antennas spectrum analysis 

for incoming signals 
 

 

 

In Figure 16, the analysis is completed by sending multiple sample signals of 1000 propagation times with 

three antennas with the azimuth position of Theta transmission. The steering vector of the incident wave 

value is 𝛼. 
 

α(θ) =  [

1

ej2πr1sinθ1/1.25x102

ej2πr2sinθ2/1.25x102

] (3) 

 

The antenna coordinates on the azimuth axis, whose direction is perpendicular to the multi-patch antenna, 

represent the planar position, where 𝑟 is the range between the device and the multi antennas of reference point 

and theta is the antenna transmission angle, as shown in Figure 16. The application of the wireless sensor 

device at a 2.4 GHz on the RF antenna signal with 𝑓 is a variant amplitude [37]. Then it can be decomposed 

into (4) as 𝑋(𝑓). 
 

[

X(f1)

X(f2)
X(f3)

] = [α(𝜃1) α(𝜃2)  α(𝜃3)] [

f1ej4.8×109πt

f2ej4.8×109πt

f3ej4.8×109πt

] (4) 
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This matrix adds random amplitude to the covariance matrix of signal transmission from the source IoT device 

to the wireless sensor as 𝒮 in (5). 
 

𝒮 = [
−0.2577 −  4.0966i −2.806 +  0.3545i
−0.0177 −  0.2814i −0.7723 +  0.0975i

… −1.5837 +  2.7315e − 13i
… 0.0664 −  1.1453e − 14i

−0.0952 −  1.5131i −0.9173 +  0.1158i … 0.6014 −  1.0373e − 13i
 ] (5) 

 

The value between the input signal on the resultant steering vector 𝑓ej4.8×109πt and 𝐴 is the steering matrix of 

α(θ). The output data α(θ) is 𝓍 = 𝐴 × 𝒮 dan 𝓍∗ is the complex conjugate of the ensemble average, then we get 

𝓍1𝓍1
∗ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , 𝓍2𝓍2

∗ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , 𝓍3𝓍3
∗ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ which is autocorrelated with 𝑅𝑠𝑠  [38], [39]. The input signal is then autocorrelated, 

the signal’s other cross-correlation values assume the signal plane, and the input signal’s matrix covariance is 

calculated in (6) and (7). 
 

𝓍 = [

−0.52723 −  8.3316i −6.3732 +  0.8032i 0.5832 +  3.0702i 1.8096 −  0.4615i
6.3143 −  2.4699i −1.8207 −  3.3461i 1.9521 −  0.7679i −2.0575 −  6.0008i
2.3535 +  4.9307i 4.2190 −  1.5907i ⋱ −3.9329 −  1.2190i

−3.2380 +  0.7227i 0.8750 +  1.5609i ⋯ 1.9233 −  1.2135i

] (6) 

 

𝓍𝓍∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = [

𝓍1𝓍1
∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

𝓍2𝓍1
∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝓍3𝓍1
∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
  

𝓍1𝓍2
∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝓍2𝓍2
∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝓍3𝓍2
∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
  

𝓍1𝓍3
∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝓍2𝓍3
∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝓍3𝓍3
∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
   ] = A Rss 𝐴∗ + 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒  (7) 

 

Then, define the noise power eigenvector and 𝐴 𝑅𝑠𝑠 𝐴 ∗ eigenvector. It extracts information and generates 

the signal eigenvalue and noise eigenvalue with the noise subspace value by defining the noise subspace with 

matrix 𝐷 in the matrix in (8) [37]. 
 

𝐷 = [

8.5083e − 05 0 0 0
0 8.9625e − 05 0 0
0 0 ⋱ 0
0 0 ⋯ 61.9601

] ≈ [

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 ⋱ 0
0 0 ⋯ 1

] (8) 

 

From each value of information and noise, define the level of the signal reservoir by describing each order on 

the eigen noise = ℯi and signal eigenvalues with the equation (∑ |𝑒𝑖
∗α(𝜃)|2𝑀

𝑖=𝐹−1 )−1. From this process, you 

can use the classification equation for several signals in the equation to obtain a spectral image of each signal 

(α∗(θ) ∙  ℯi ∙ 𝑒𝑖
∗ ∙ α(θ))

−1
. 

The spectrum results analysis can be partially expressed as the origin signal angle and the incoming 

signal information, although the phase is nearly identical to the random amplitude condition. The origin angle 

of the proximity signal to one another in the antenna area is described in Figure 17. The spectrum performs 

the signal originating from the CP antenna with the angle direction of arrival. Based on the level value of the 

normalized power level 1/Norm2 on every signal. For the sample of analysis, the data indicates at 35, 85, and 

145 degrees. Therefore, this analysis can be an efficient solution for IoT communication between the wireless 

sensor antenna and the energy receiver in the proposed prototype implementation using a closed site antenna 

with a circular polarization sensitivity antenna specification. 
 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

In this research, IoT communication devices that utilize electromagnetic waves have been developed 

to harvest electromagnetic energy and solar energy simultaneously, have sensitivity to vertical and horizontal 

waves, and accommodate so that cross-polarization does not occur with the CP antenna. The circularly 

polarized antenna configuration circuit has a dual feed ring slot with 84 MHz two-port bandwidth under 

-15 dB and less than 3 dB axial ratio with 8.38 dB gain at 2.4 GHz center frequency. Optimization by 

developing a compact primary antenna integrated with a solar panel layer and a rectifier circuit to produce a 

voltage power level for IoT connectivity and low-power energy harvesting has a maximum radiation value of 

9.57 dBm from a transmitter with a voltage of 685 mV with the organic thin-film solar cells integration in a 

prototype and a compact composition on hold. With circuit analysis and multiple signal classification on 

signals for communication on wireless sensors, IoT devices can work well and have compact configurations 

and optimal energy harvesting rates. It is necessary to develop the circuit to add a phase shifter to the passive 

circuit connected to the antenna and then apply it to the analysis of multi-signal classification with the 

adaptive structure of the antenna. 
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